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SERIE EXPERT POWERMIX
perfect hair every day like in living room

Hair masks, custom made professionally prepared, mixed at times, salon, before the eyes
of the customer. Within minutes, your hair regain beauty and healthy-looking. Thus the 
EXPERT SERIES can continue treatment at home, thanks to the most modern and
professional products.

5 ADDITIVES
L'Oreal Professionnel salons the hairstylist creates the creamy mixture on time by
combining a liquid base rich in lipids and conditioning agents one of 5 additives SERIE
EXPERT POWERMIX each represent a specific solution for hair: brighten the color,
Taming Frizz, repair the hair fibers or strengthen the hair. The new EXPERT SERIES
begins with an exclusive in-Salon experience, designed to fit the needs of the client and
prepared before his eyes. An experience that is divided into 3 phases.

PHASE 1. THE CONSULTANCY
The hairstylist of L'Oreal Professionnel begin with an examination of the client's hair and
skin. To process a high-precision consulting, the hairstylist talk to the client about his hair,
usual treatments (products used, preferred styling, flushing frequency) and its
(gloss, color, softness, etc.). On the basis of the information obtained, the hairstylist
choose among the new products of L'Oreal Professionnel Serie Expert Powermix range to
use.

PHASE 2. THE MIXTURE
The hairstylist creates the mixture, using the base, which is unique, and one of 5 additives 
SERIE EXPERT POWERMIX, dispensing with pinpoint accuracy the amount necessary
for the formulation. Score: micellar technology, liquid texture SERIE EXPERT POWERMIX
becomes less than a minute in a mask creamy and rich, ready for use.

PHASE 3. THE APPLICATION
It is at this stage that starts the actual sensory experience. After shampooing and relaxing
massage to the scalp, the hairstylist applies the custom mask on the lengths of clean hair
still wet, leaving it on for 5 minutes. A relaxing experience even more
olfactory sensory notes of Powermix: theessential oil of Mandarin, enhanced by touches
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of raspberry and melon, merges with the notes of the heart of rose and geranium, all on a 
Woody base and with a hint of patchouli. The hair is so fed, hydrated and made stronger.
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